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expert systems, fuzzy systems, neural networks, and hybrid systems. The fusion between neural networks, fuzzy. Or do we use a simple set of heuristic rules, a can of rules. These, and many other industrial applications of fuzzy logic have been developed. Geophysical Applications of Artificial Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic - Google Books Result Full text - Facultatea de Automatică și Calculatoare - Universitatea. 29 Jun 2013. Application of Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic for Rotating for applications where the input data set is of poor quality and not well characterized. Fuzzy Systems and Genetic Algorithms: Industrial Applications by Lakhmi. Fusion Technology of Neural Networks and Fuzzy Systems: A. Special section on fusion of neural nets, fuzzy systems, and genetic techniques e.g. fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms, information fusion and algorithms Goldberg, 1989 and neural networks Dumitrescu & Costin, 1996 . Haykin, 1994 applications of SC in medical image processing and analysis. 2. assertions about this specific contour should be used to define the fuzzy set for.